GridKa School 2011
Event Overview

Christopher Jung
Information sources

› School bag (account and certificate data, cafeteria plan, night life info, general info sheet)

› GridKa School website: http://www.kit.edu/gridka-school

› E-mail: GridKa-School@scc.kit.edu

› gks2011 mailing list
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 Facilities

- This is the first GridKa School at KIT Campus South.
- Building of the department for computer science (building 50.34)
  - Lecture hall -101:
    - plenary lectures
    - hands-on tutorials/workshops
  - Seminar rooms -107, -109, -118 and -120:
    - hands-on tutorials/workshops
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Breaks

⚠️ Coffee breaks:
- Coffee, tea, juice, water, fruits and cookies are available

⚠️ Lunch:
- At KIT South cafeteria ("Mensa"): simply cross the bridge, take a turn left at the first crossroads and walk 100m
- Vouchers in your school bag (can be used for “Linie 3“, “Linien 4/5“, “Linie 6/Update“, “Curry Queen“ and “Heiße Theke“)
- We will lock rooms during lunch break
Social Events

▶ Tarte flambée evening
  ◀ Tonight at KIT Campus North, transport by bus at 17:30
  ◀ Tarte flambée (in several variations), alcohol-free beverages and beer
  ◀ Music by the SCC band “IT rocks”
  ◀ Guided tours of Tier-1 center GridKa
  ◀ Return to KA downtown: via special shuttle bus service and S-Bahn (tickets will be provided)

▶ School Dinner
  ◀ Thursday night at 20:00
  ◀ At Best Western Queens Hotel
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Evening lecture and grid security workshop

- Special SCC colloquium on Tuesday at 19:00 in lecture hall -101
- “The new C++ Standard” by Michael Wong, IBM, representative to the C++ Standards- and Open MP-Committee

- Grid security workshop on Friday afternoon
- If you want specific questions to be addressed, please send an e-mail to GridKa-School@scc.kit.edu
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Miscellaneous

.directory WLAN
  You can find access information in your school bag.

.directory Group picture
  will be taken on Tuesday during the coffee break in the morning

.directory Slides
  Talks and training material will be uploaded during and after GridKa School

.directory Evaluation sheets
  There is one sheet per day.
  Please fill them out. It helps
Partners and supporters

Partner projects

Our social events are supported by

- DataDirect Networks
- SwiNG
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Thank you for your attention!
Are there any questions?

Enjoy your time at GridKa School/SGS 2011!